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Abstract

Self-Supervised Video Hashing (SSVH) models learn to generate short binary representations for videos without ground-truth supervision, facilitating large-scale video retrieval efficiency and attracting increasing research attention. The success of SSVH lies in the understanding of video content and the ability to capture the semantic relation among unlabeled videos. Typically, state-of-the-art SSVH methods consider these two points in a two-stage training pipeline, where they firstly train an auxiliary network by instance-wise mask-and-predict tasks and secondly train a hashing model to preserve the pseudo-neighborhood structure transferred from the auxiliary network. This consecutive training strategy is inflexible and also unnecessary. In this paper, we propose a simple yet effective one-stage SSVH method called ConMH, which incorporates video semantic information and video similarity relationship understanding in a single stage. To capture video semantic information, we adopt an encoder-decoder structure to reconstruct the video from its temporal-masked frames. Particularly, we find that a higher masking ratio helps video understanding. Besides, we fully exploit the similarity relationship between videos by maximizing agreement between two augmented views of a video, which contributes to more discriminative and robust hash codes. Extensive experiments on three large-scale video datasets (i.e., FCVID, ActivityNet and YFCC) indicate that ConMH achieves state-of-the-art results. Code is available at https://github.com/huangmoozhi9527/ConMH.

Introduction

With the development of society, videos from various social media and search engines are increasingly abundant. Therefore, to pursue a better balance between retrieval performance and efficiency, hashing has been widely applied to large-scale video retrieval. The hashing methods map high-dimensional data to compact binary codes (Gao et al. 2015; Luo et al. 2018; Cui et al. 2021; Lu et al. 2021; Wang et al. 2022), making the retrieval process high-speed and require low memory footprint. Besides, due to the large amount of video data, manual annotation is time-consuming and labor-intensive. Therefore, Self-Supervised Video Hashing (SSVH) has attracted increasing attention to training the video hashing model in an unsupervised manner.

Video retrieval needs to fully explore the temporal dynamics in video itself and exploit the similarity relationship between videos. In the past few years, there has been a lot of research (Zhang et al. 2016; Li et al. 2019, 2021; Hao et al. 2022; Zeng et al. 2022) using sequential (e.g., RNN, LSTM, and Transformer, etc.) or graph-based models to solve self-supervised video hashing problem. Some of these methods only utilize a reconstruction task to let the model learn video semantic information and ignore the similarity relationship between videos, such as SSTH (Zhang et al. 2016), JTAE (Li et al. 2017) and UDVH (Wu et al. 2017), leading to poor retrieval performance. Other methods, e.g., SSVH (Song et al. 2018), NPH (Li et al. 2019), BTH (Li et al. 2021), MCMMSH (Hao et al. 2022) and MAGRH (Zeng et al. 2022), learn to preserve the semantic neighborhood structure among videos into binary representations. However, these methods need to generate a dataset-covering pseudo neighborhood structure to supervise the relationship learning among videos, as shown in Figure 1 (a). Such a two-stage framework makes the training process impractical. In addition, most SSVH methods take the complete video in-
put, which contains much redundant information between frames. Such redundant information will be utilized when the model reconstructs the video frames. For instance, when the model has reconstructed the frame at a certain time, the next frame can be easily obtained by adding dynamic change to the current frame. In this case, the model can solve the reconstruction task easily without understanding the semantic video information well.

In this paper, we propose a simple yet effective one-stage framework called ConMH for self-supervised video hashing (SSVH), as shown in Figure 1 (b). Similar to past methods, we adopt an encoder-decoder structure for reconstruction. However, to make the model better understand the semantic information of the video, we only operate the encoder on highly temporal-masked video frames to generate hash codes during training. By doing so, the input becomes sparse. With such sparse input, our model has to fully exploit the long-distance dynamics among video frames to solve the reconstruction task, therefore generating informative hash codes. And the temporal-masking operation is a way of data augmentation, making our model more robust. Besides, with a high masking ratio, the encoder only takes a small subset of the original full frames, accelerating the training phase. To simultaneously consider the similarity relationship between videos, we combine an instance-discriminative task with the above reconstruction task in a single stage. Inspired by contrastive learning in self-supervised representation learning, we think two different views of the same video should have the same hash codes. Specifically, we consider random temporal masking as a special data augmentation designed for contrastive learning and sample two small non-overlapping subsets from the full video frames. These two subsets can be seen as two different augmented views of the same video. Then we feed these two subsets to the encoder to generate two hash codes. Finally, a contrastive learning method is utilized to maximize the similarity between these two hash codes. We choose debiased contrastive learning as our contrastive learning method, due to its ability to mitigate the adverse effect of false negative samples.

We conducted extensive experiments on three large-scale video datasets FCVID (Jiang et al. 2017), ActivityNet (Caba Heilbron et al. 2015), YFCC (Thomee et al. 2015). The experimental results prove that ConMH achieves state-of-the-art results under all metrics. In particular, on FCVID dataset with 16 bits hash codes, the mAP@5 and mAP@100 of ConMH are ahead of the past SOTA MCMSH (Hao et al. 2022) by 6.1% and 30.0% respectively.

Overall, the contributions of this paper are as follows:

- Beyond two-stage prior arts, we contribute ConMH, a simple yet effective one-stage learning paradigm for self-supervised video hashing.
- We present a natural and general idea in ConMH: the temporally masked autoencoder enhances intrinsic understanding within each video, while debiased contrastive learning helps to perceive discriminative semantic relation among videos; these two objectives are complementary in a unified hashing learning framework.
- Experimental results on three datasets (i.e., FCVID, ActivityNet, YFCC) demonstrate the superiority of ConMH.

Related Works

Self-Supervised Video Hashing. Hashing retrieval methods map data into binary hash codes, which can perform efficient and low storage requirement retrieval because of the fast bit XOR operations in the Hamming space. In the early research, most methods directly regarded a video as a set of disordered images. They adopted hashing technologies that already exist in image hashing, such as iterative quantization (Gong et al. 2012), spectral hashing (Weiss, Torralba, and Fergus 2008) and multiple feature hashing (MPH) (Song et al. 2011). However, performance of these methods is not good because they ignore the temporal dynamics in the video. In recent years, with the development of deep neural networks, many hashing methods for video retrieval have been proposed. For example, Zhang et al. (2016) proposed SSTH, an end-to-end framework to capture the correlations between video frames. Li et al. (2017) thought both the static visual appearance and temporal patterns of videos contain important discriminative information and concentrated on combining them to generate more effective hash codes. Wu et al. (2017) proposed to apply a balanced rotation to video-specific features widely distributed in low-dimensional space, which can balance the variance of dimensions. Song et al. (2018) found that the reconstruction objective alone does not perform the retrieval task well, and attention needs to be paid to instance similarity. NPH (Li et al. 2019) proposed a neighborhood attention mechanism to enable the encoder to selectively encode frames in the video that contain rich spatial-temporal neighborhood information. Li et al. (2021) improved NPH’s method of generating similarity matrices and applied the transformer architecture to self-supervised video hashing for the first time. And Hao et al. (2022) enhances the discrimination of hash codes by utilizing self-gating modules. However, most neighborhood-preserving methods use a two-stage training strategy, which is not practical. In this paper, we design a simple yet effective one-stage masked autoencoders framework (ConMH), which only takes highly temporal-masked frames as input during training and considers the similarity structure between videos in a single stage.

Masked Autoencoders. In the past few years, contrastive learning (Chen et al. 2020; He et al. 2020; Chen and He 2021; Grill et al. 2020; Caron et al. 2020; Dong et al. 2021) has become mainstream in the field of self-supervised learning. It models instance similarity and dissimilarity between two or more views of the same data example. Recently, there have been a lot of approaches (Bao, Dong, and Wei 2021; He et al. 2022; Chen et al. 2022; Xie et al. 2022; Assran et al. 2022) that utilize masking operations for self-supervised learning. BEiT (Bao, Dong, and Wei 2021) proposed a novel training strategy for image pretraining called masked image modeling (MIM), which is a reconstruction task. He et al. (2022) pointed out that contrastive and related methods strongly depend on data augmentation, and proposed a novel masked autoencoders framework called MAE, providing a new idea for visual self-supervised learning. Besides, MAE found that a high masking ratio benefits re-
presentation learning. However, MAE ignores the similarity structure within data while only applying the reconstruction task, which is disadvantageous for some downstream tasks, such as classification and retrieval. Our ConMH combines an instance-discriminative task with the reconstruction task to simultaneously consider the visual semantic information of video and the similarity structure between videos.

The Proposed ConMH Framework

In this section, we present our proposed ConMH framework. Given a set of $N$ videos, ConMH aims to learn a nonlinear hash function that maps each video to a compact binary code. Specifically, a video is represented by CNN features with $M$ frames $\{v^m_i\}_{m=1}^M \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times d}$, where $d$ is the frame feature dimension and $i$ is the video index. Then we feed $\{v^m_i\}_{m=1}^M$ to the ConMH encoder to get its binary code $b_i \in \{-1, 1\}^k$, where $k$ is the code length.

Video Semantic Information Understanding

ConMH is a simple yet effective masked autoencoders framework for self-supervised video hashing. To better understand the semantic information of the video, ConMH reconstructs the original video given its highly temporal-masked frames. Following MAE (He et al. 2022), the ConMH architecture is asymmetric. Specifically, the encoder of ConMH only takes a small randomly sampled subset of the original frames as input to extract latent representations and binary hash tokens. And the decoder of ConMH reconstructs the original video frames from generated hash tokens and masked tokens, illustrated in Figure 2.

**Masking.** To make the model better understand the semantic information of the video, we adopt a highly temporal-masking strategy. Specifically, given the frames $\{v^m_i\}_{m=1}^M$ of a video, we randomly sample a small subset of the frames for training and mask the remaining ones. Typically, a higher masking ratio means less available information the model can get, leading to a more challenging reconstruction task. Given these intuitions, the model can learn high-quality representations and generate effective hash codes by a reasonable self-supervised pretext task. Besides, with a high masking ratio, the encoder only operates on a small subset of an input, accelerating the training phase.

**ConMH Encoder.** Our encoder is composed of a standard Transformer (Vaswani et al. 2017) and a hash layer. The multi-head attention module in Transformer is able to capture the temporal information and correlations among video frames, which is critical for video understanding. Different from the setting in (Vaswani et al. 2017), we only use a small subset (e.g., 25%) of the full video frames as the transformer input during training. Through multiple transformer blocks, we can obtain the latent representations $\{h^m_i\}_{m=1}^\tilde{M}$ for each video, where $\tilde{M}$ is the frame number of the sampled subset. To obtain compact binary code, we further adopt a hash layer to generate binary hash tokens $\{c^m_i\}_{m=1}^M$. Finally, we generate a binary code for each video by operating the mean pooling and sign function on its binary hash tokens. Since the sign function is not differentiable, we employ the approach in (Li et al. 2021) to realize the training phase in an end-to-end manner.

**ConMH Decoder.** Our decoder is composed of another series of Transformer blocks. Different from the encoder, our decoder takes binary hash tokens and corresponding masked tokens as input. Positional encoding is also inserted to identify the masked token with their corresponding frames. The decoder is only used during the training phase, so we can flexibly design the decoder architecture. Following the asymmetric nature of MAE (He et al. 2022), we design a small Transformer decoder, with which the encoder has to learn high-quality feature representations and hash codes to complete the reconstruction task.

**Reconstruction Task.** After ConMH encoder and decoder module, we can obtain a full set of reconstruction frames $\{\tilde{v}^m_i\}_{m=1}^M$. Following MAE, we only reconstruct the masked frames using corresponding reconstruction frames $\{\tilde{v}^m_i\}_{m=1}^{M-\tilde{M}}$. We adopt Mean Square Error (MSE) to measure the reconstruction quality as following:

$$L_{\text{recon}} = \frac{1}{dN(M-\tilde{M})} \sum_{i=1}^N \sum_{m=1}^{M-\tilde{M}} \|v^m_i - \tilde{v}^m_i\|^2_2. \quad (1)$$

**Video Similarity Relationship Understanding**

Although the reconstruction task above can help the model to extract the discriminative visual semantic information among videos, it neglects the similarity structure between videos, which is critical for the retrieval task. In this subsection, we will discuss how to combine instance-discriminative contrastive learning with the proposed masked autoencoder in a single stage.

**Debiased Contrastive Loss.** In ConMH, we consider random temporal masking as a data augmentation for contrastive learning and sample two non-overlapping small subsets from a single video, as shown in Figure 1. Then we feed these two subsets to the ConMH encoder to obtain two hash codes from different views of the same video, denoted as $b_i$ and $b_j$. For ConMH, we adopt a debiased contrastive loss (Chuang et al. 2020) $\ell_{\text{de}}(i, j)$ to correct the sampling bias of same-label data points:

$$\ell_{\text{de}}(i, j) = -\log \frac{e^{\text{sim}(b_i, b_j)/\tau}}{e^{\text{sim}(b_i, b_j)/\tau} + (2N - 2)NG_{\text{de}}} \quad (2)$$

$$NG_{\text{de}} = \max \left( e^{-1/\tau}, \frac{1}{1 - \rho} - NG \right) \quad (3)$$

$$NG = \frac{1}{2N - 2} \sum_{k=1}^{2N} 1_{k \neq i, j} e^{\text{sim}(b_i, b_k)/\tau} - \rho e^{\text{sim}(b_i, b_j)/\tau} \quad (4)$$

where $\tau$ denotes a temperature parameter and $\rho$ is the class probability indicating that two randomly sampled videos belong to the same class with probability $\rho$. Because we cannot get the actual number of categories, we treat $\rho$ as a hyperparameter. Given a mini-batch of $N$ samples, we
Figure 2: Our ConMH architecture. Given the uniformly downsampled frames of a video, we use an ImageNet-pretrained CNN Backbone to extract frame tokens. Then we randomly sample two small frame token subsets (marked in red/blue), which will be fed to a transformer encoder and a hash layer to generate two hash codes. A debiased contrastive loss is adopted to maximize the similarity between two hash codes, as they are sampled from the same video. Finally, we use a transformer decoder to reconstruct the original video frame tokens separately from hash tokens (red/blue square) and masked tokens (grey square).

calculate the contrastive loss over all samples below:

$$L_{contra} = \frac{1}{2N} \sum_{k=1}^{N} (\ell^d(2k-1, 2k) + \ell^d(2k, 2k-1))$$

(5)

**Loss Objective.** The overall loss of ConMH for network optimization is a combination of reconstruction loss and contrastive loss as following,

$$L = L_{recon} + \alpha L_{contra}$$

(6)

where $\alpha$ is a hyperparameter that balances the above-mentioned two losses.

**Experiments**

**Experimental Setup**

**Dataset:** We evaluate our ConMH on three large-scale video datasets FCVID (Jiang et al. 2017), ActivityNet (Caba Heilbron et al. 2015) and YFCC (Thomee et al. 2015). **FCVID** contains 91,223 videos in 239 categories. Following (Song et al. 2018), we use 45,585 videos among FCVID for training and 45,600 videos for retrieval database and queries. **ActivityNet** covers 200 categories of various human activities. Due to the lack of original test labels, we use 9,722 videos as our training set and the validation set as our test set. Similar to (Li et al. 2015), we uniformly sample 25 frames for each video and use VGG-16 network (Simonyan and Zisserman 2014) pre-trained on ImageNet (Russakovsky et al. 2015) to extract 4096-D frame features. And on ActivityNet, we uniformly sample 30 frames for each video and use ResNet50 (He et al. 2016) pre-trained on ImageNet to extract 2048-D frame features.

**YFCC** contains 0.8M videos in 80 categories, which is one of the largest public video datasets available in the real world. We use 409,788 videos for training and 101,256 videos for testing. We randomly choose 1,000 videos with non-zero labels among the testing set as queries and the remaining ones as our retrieval database.

**Evaluation Protocols:** Following the same evaluation protocols in (Li et al. 2015), mean Average Precision at top-K retrieval results (mAP@K) is used to evaluate our ConMH performance. Videos are sorted according to their Hamming distance from the query. We evaluate the retrieval results with code lengths of 16, 32, and 64 bits.

**Implementation Details:** Similar to BTH (Li et al. 2021), on FCVID and YFCC datasets, we uniformly sample 25 frames for each video and use VGG-16 network (Simonyan and Zisserman 2014) pre-trained on ImageNet (Russakovsky et al. 2015) to extract 4096-D frame features. And on ActivityNet, we uniformly sample 30 frames for each video and use ResNet50 (He et al. 2016) pre-trained on ImageNet to extract 2048-D frame features.

We follow the design of ViT-small (Dosovitskiy et al. 2020) to build our model. Specifically, for the Transformer encoder, we set the depth as 12, multi-head number as 6, and hidden size as 256. For the Transformer decoder, we set the depth as 2, multi-head number as 3, and hidden size as 192.

During training, we set the batchsize as 512, masking ratio as 0.75, $\alpha$ as 1.0, $\tau$ as 0.5, $\rho$ as 0.1, and train our model for 800 epochs, 500 epochs, and 40 epochs for FCVID, ActivityNet and YFCC respectively.

We set the initial learning rate as 0.0001, and decay it to 90% every 20 epochs with a minimal learning rate of 0.00001. We optimize our model by using Adam optimizer algorithm (Kingma and Ba 2014). Our model is imple-
Figure 3: Retrieval performance compared with state-of-the-arts in terms of mAP@K on FCVID (a-c), ActivityNet (d-f) and YFCC (g-i).

Figure 4: PR curves of BTH, MCMSH and ConMH on FCVID and ActivityNet.

Figure 5: t-SNE visualizations of MCMSH and ConMH with 64 bits on FCVID-small.
masking operation based on ConMH w/o $L_{contra}$ and reconstructs the full video frames during training. As shown in the first two rows of Table 2, the results of ConMH w/o $L_{contra}$ outperform ConMH-norm with all code lengths, showing that the model can better understand the semantic information of video from our highly temporal-masking reconstruction task. Besides, from Table 2, training with only $L_{recon}$ or $L_{contra}$ both lead to the reduction of model performance compared with ConMH. With only $L_{recon}$, although the model can understand the semantic information of video, it ignores the similarity relationship between videos which is disadvantageous for the retrieval task. And with only $L_{contra}$, the model cannot understand the video content well. Therefore, taking care of both the reconstruction and discrimination tasks is critical for good retrieval performance.

Furthermore, we explain the effectiveness of hashing-oriented learning objectives in ConMH on hash code learning. Most existing methods perform general feature learning (GFL) first, making the hidden representations discriminative. Specifically, they use the hidden representations to complete pretext tasks and binarize them directly to obtain the hash codes. Besides, they introduce a quantization loss to reduce the quantization error from the binarization. Such an approach is hard to balance feature learning and quantization error reduction. However, we directly use the generated hash codes to complete the reconstruction and discriminative tasks, which enables the hash codes to retain more information. We have also tried general feature learning approach to use hidden representations to complete the pretext tasks and introduce a quantization loss, denoted as ConMH w/GFL. As shown in Table 2, the hashing-oriented approach is better.

**Retrieval Performance with Swin Transformer:** Recently, Swin Transformer (Liu et al. 2021) has proved its superiority in image feature extracting, compared with the CNN model. To investigate how ConMH performs using a stronger feature extraction backbone, we use the ImageNet-pretrained Swin Transformer backbone to replace the CNN backbone. Then we evaluate the performance of different methods under such a stronger setting. As shown in Table 3, with a stronger backbone, ConMH still performs better than BTH and MCMSH, proving the scalability of ConMH.

**Effects of Different Masking Ratios:** We evaluate model performance with different masking ratios on FCVID with 64 bits. As shown in Figure 6 (a), a high masking ratio (i.e., 50% to 75%) works well. Both low and extremely high masking ratios will degrade model performance. Furthermore, we study the effect of masking ratios in the case of only a single task. As shown in Figure 6 (b), when only the reconstruction task is employed, a high masking ratio (e.g., 90%) works better. As for the contrastive task, a moderately lower masking ratio (e.g., 30%) is preferred. The reasons are two-fold. On the one hand, a high masking ratio will benefit intra-sample semantic understanding via reconstruction task. On the other hand, the large information loss it incurs will increase the difficulty of learning semantically-invariant information between positive samples in the contrastive task and even harm the task convergence. Besides, we find that adopting a compromise masking ratio (e.g., 50%-75%) helps to balance and unify two objectives in one learning framework effectively. As we can learn from the above results, the complete version of ConMH outperforms both single-task models when choosing proper masking ratios.

**Effects of Different Masking Strategies:** In this subsection, we investigate the impact of different masking strategies. From Table 4, we can learn that the entire frame masking...
Figure 6: Retrieval performance with different masking ratios on FCVID with 64 bits. A high masking ratio works well. However, an extremely high masking ratio degrades performance, in which case the model cannot learn useful knowledge from the contrastive task.

Table 4: mAP@K results of different masking strategies on FCVID with 64 bits.

Table 5: mAP@K results of different sampling strategies on FCVID with 64 bits.

Table 6: 64 bits ConMH mAP@K results with different encoder-decoder sizes on FCVID. The default settings for ConMH are bolded. Decoder depth is 0 means that we use a simple FC layer to reconstruct the original frames.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Encoder</th>
<th>Decoder</th>
<th>K=20</th>
<th>K=40</th>
<th>K=60</th>
<th>K=100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ViT-small</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.254</td>
<td>0.232</td>
<td>0.221</td>
<td>0.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.372</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>0.301</td>
<td>0.266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 (192)</td>
<td><strong>0.373</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.326</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.301</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.267</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.371</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td>0.264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.371</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td>0.264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.366</td>
<td>0.320</td>
<td>0.295</td>
<td>0.260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViT-mini</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>0.314</td>
<td>0.291</td>
<td>0.258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.373</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>0.264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>512</td>
<td>0.372</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>0.262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>0.370</td>
<td>0.322</td>
<td>0.296</td>
<td>0.260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViT-base</td>
<td>2 (192)</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>0.274</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>0.214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.397</td>
<td>0.349</td>
<td>0.323</td>
<td>0.285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.401</td>
<td>0.352</td>
<td>0.325</td>
<td>0.287</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: 64 bits ConMH mAP@K results with different encoder-decoder sizes on FCVID. The default settings for ConMH are bolded. Decoder depth is 0 means that we use a simple FC layer to reconstruct the original frames.

Effects of Different Sampling Strategies: In this subsection, we investigate the impact of different sampling strategies as shown in Table 5. In general, both overlapped and non-overlapped sampling strategies behave similarly in terms of performance. It might be due to the information redundancy among successive frames. Besides, the long and short sampling strategy does not exhibit an advantage in our case. We guess the reason might be that the constrained pattern reduces the sampling’s diversity (or randomness), which might be less effective on untrimmed videos.

Effects of Different Model Sizes: In this subsection, we explore the impact of different model sizes on FCVID with 64 bits. As shown in the first ten rows of Table 6, using a small decoder to reconstruct the original videos is better. When the decoder is big (e.g., with 12 depth or 1024 width), the retrieval performance of the model, in turn, will degrade. That is because a small decoder needs more semantic information to complete the reconstruction task, forcing the encoder to generate more informative representations and hash tokens. However, the decoder cannot be too small (e.g., too small width or a simple FC layer), which will make the reconstruction task too difficult to accomplish, leading to poor performance. Although the decoder structure can be chosen arbitrarily because it will be discarded during testing, it still affects the training time. Therefore, we comprehensively consider the training time and model performance, then set the depth and width of the decoder as 2 and 192, respectively. Besides, as shown in the last three rows of Table 6, when the encoder size becomes larger, the performance of the model is correspondingly improved, demonstrating that ConMH is a scalable framework for self-supervised video hashing, which still works well even with a huge model structure. However, large model structures make inference time long, violating the real-time requirement of video hashing. So we choose ViT-small as our defaulting encoder structure.

Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a simple yet effective contrastive masked autoencoders framework called ConMH for self-supervised video hashing. ConMH uses an asymmetric encoder-decoder framework to better understand the video’s visual semantic content. The encoder takes highly temporal-masked frames to generate hash codes, and the decoder reconstructs the masked video frames by utilizing generated hash tokens and masked tokens. We find that a high masking ratio is beneficial. Besides, ConMH combines a discriminative task to fully exploit the similarity relationship between videos in a single stage. Extensive experiments on three widely used benchmark datasets demonstrate the superiority of our ConMH.
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